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Abstract 
With the requirement of spacecraft attitude control accuracy, the reaction flywheel is demanded deliver higher precision torque. 
To improve the torque-output precision of the magnetically suspended reaction flywheel, a new torque control method is 
proposed. First, comprehensive analysis of torque ripple of brushless DC motor (BLDC) due to commutation and inactive phase 
diode freewheeling is presented. Second, in order to eliminate the diode freewheeling of the inactive phase, the modulation 
PWM_ON_PWM pattern is adopted. Third, compensation methods to attenuate the commutation torque ripple by modulating the 
switching-in phase during low-speed region and modulating switching-out phase during high-speed region are given. Upon this, 
calculation method of the commutation time is introduced. Finally, the experimental results show that the proposed methods can 
eliminate both commutation and non-commutation torque ripple efficiently. 
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1. Introduction 
The reaction flywheel is the key actuators for spacecraft attitude control [1]. The main task of reaction flywheel is 
to carry out the torque command which given by the spacecraft attitude control system to provide reaction torque for 
spacecraft. With the requirement of spacecraft attitude control accuracy is higher and higher, the reaction flywheel is 
demanded to deliver higher precision torque. A magnetically suspended reaction flywheel (MSRW) has the 
character of long-life, low-vibration and high-precision owing to its zero friction and enhanced damping of rotor, 
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and will be the first choice of the new generation spacecraft plats with high-stability and high-precision. The output 
torque accuracy of magnetically suspended reaction flywheel is affected mainly by the torque accuracy of flywheel 
drive motor. Torque ripple reduction is a difficult point for achieving high-precision electromagnetic torque. As far 
as motor selection is concerned, brushless dc motors with ironless and slotless stator are superior in space 
application reaction flywheel owing to its simple control, high power density and low cost. 
Torque ripple results in vibration speed ripple and unwanted acoustic noise. In order to improve the performance 
of BLDCM in the high-precision filed, torque ripple reduction of BLDCM has always been the hotspot and difficult 
point in recent years. The studies mainly focus on commutation torque ripple and torque ripple caused by diode 
freewheeling of inactive phase. In classical literature [2], the reasons of commutation torque ripple are first analyzed, 
but the approach to eliminate commutation torque ripple is not given. In [3], a novel circuit topology and a dc link 
voltage control strategy are presented, the commutation torque ripple is minimized efficiently. This method adds 
complex circuits into system, hence the reliability of the system is decreased. In [4], in order to equal the average 
current slew of switching-out phase with the switching-in phase, a method by divide each pulse width modulation 
(PWM) period into three segments during commutation interval to decrease the commutation torque ripple and 
regulate commutation time. In [5], the influences of different PWM modes on commutation torque ripple are given 
to select a better one to decrease it. All the methods mentioned above perform to reduce commutation torque ripple, 
and no non-commutation torque ripple is related. 
For the diode freewheeling of inactive phase during non-commutation,  the PWM_ON_PWM methods are 
considered[6]-[8]. This method works and can attenuate the inactive phase diode freewheeling. But no studies 
consider commutation and non-commutation torque ripple simultaneously. 
This paper proposes methods to attenuate the commutation torque ripple and non-commutation torque fluctuation 
for the MSRW BLDCM. In this paper, the modulation PWM_ON_PWM pattern is adopted to eliminate the diode 
freewheeling of the inactive phase. Methods of modulating the switching-in phase during low-speed region and 
modulating switching-out phase during high-speed region are given. In addition, calculation method of the 
commutation time is introduced. The experimental results show that the proposed methods can eliminate both 
commutation and non-commutation torque ripple efficiently. 
2. Modeling for The BLDCM of MSRW 
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Fig. 1 The drive circuit configuration of BLDCM 
As shown in Fig.1, the drive circuit configuration of MSRW motor is three-phase full bridge inverter. The 
BLDCM three phase are connected in star type. Assume that the three-phase stator winding are symmetrical, the 
parameter of each is equal and constant, and the inductive electromotive force (EMF) is the trapezoidal waveform. 
The voltage equation of BLDCM three windings with phase variables is 
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Where AU , BU , CU  represent the terminal phase voltage of phase A, B, C with respect to the power ground, Ae , 
Be  and Ce  are back EMFs of each phase and ai , bi , ci  are phase current, respectively, R is the resistance and L is the 
inductance of the phase windings, NOU is the neutral point-to-ground voltage. 
For a BLDCM which three phase windings are connected as star type, its phase current meet the relationship as 
follows: 
 0A B Ci i i    (2) 
And its equation of the electromagnetic torque is 
 A A B B C ce
e i e i e i
T Z
   (3) 
3. Analysis of Torque Ripple 
3.1. Analysis of torque ripple of non-commutation region 
The HPWM_LPWMǃPWM_ONǃON_PWMǃHON_LPWMǃHPWM_LON are the traditional modulation 
modes in the BLDCM control area, in which the HPWM_LPWM mode is bipolar, hence the current ripple of it is 
large, makes it not suitable for high-precision filed. Additionally, two MOSFETs switching on and off 
simultaneously, the HPWM_LPWM mode suffer from higher switching loss compared with other modes. For the 
other four modulation kinds, when a BLDCM operates in 120 electrical angle conduction mode, the inactive phase 
also flows current through freewheeling diode, which will result in electromagnetic torque inverse and reduce the 
BLDCM output torque. 
The PWM_ON pattern achieves the smallest torque during commutation, and is commonly used. Take the 
PWM_ON pattern for an example.  
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Fig. 2 The back EMF and phase current of a BLDCM carrying out by PWM_ON pattern 
As shown in Fig.2, during every electronic period, the non-commutation interval are > @6S , > @5 6S S , 
> @,  7 6S S  and > @11 6S S . In the interval > @6S and > @11 6S S , the phase B lower-bridge VT6 switches and the 
phase C upper-bridge VT5 keeps on, this time, the voltage equations of phase B and C can be written as 
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 (4) 
Define S=1 when VT6 switches on, and S=0 when VT6 switches off. The neutral voltage can be expressed as 
 
(2 )
2
d
NO
S UU   (5) 
Hence, in this two intervals, the neutral voltage is 2dU and dU when VT6 switches on and off, respectively. 
During interval > @6S ˈthe back EMF of phase A satisfies the relationship of 0 2a de U  , so, the neutral 
voltage meet the inequation of 2d a NO dU e U U    when VT6 switches on; the neutral voltage meet the 
inequation of a NO de U U ! ˈat this point , the phase A flows current through freewheeling diode VD1. 
In the interval > @11 6S S , the back EMF of phase A and neutral voltage satisfies the inequation 
of 2 0d aU e   and 0 a NO de U U   , the non-commutation current will not occur. 
In the interval > @5 6S S and > @,  7 6S S , the phase B upper-bridge VT3 switches and phase C lower-bridge VT4 
keeps onˈthis time, the voltage equations of phase B and C can be rewritten as 
 
0
B
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C
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diSU Ri L e U
dt
di
Ri L e U
dt
­    °°®°    °¯
 (6) 
Similarly, define S=1 when VT6 switches on and S=0 when VT6 switches off. The neutral voltage can be 
expressed as 
 
2NO d
SU U  (7) 
Hence, in the interval > @5 6S S , the back EMF of phase A satisfies relationship of 2 0d aU e   . When VT3 
turns on, the neutral voltage is 2dU and the back EMF of phase A meets inequation of 0 2a NO de U U   ; When 
VT3 turns off, the neutral voltage is 0, and the back EMF of phase A meets equation of 2 0d a NOU e U    , the 
terminal voltage of phase A is lower than ground, the phase A flows current through freewheeling diode VD4. 
3.2. Analysis of commutation torque ripple 
 For the analysis of commutation torque ripple, the process of commutation from phase A to phase B is 
considered. This current transfer is completed by switching off the upper-bridge of phase A VT1 and switching on 
the upper-bridge VT3, with VT2 remaining on. Conducting as the principle of PWM_ON pattern, the MOSFET 
VT3 is modulated under duty ratio D. The voltage equation (1) can be rewritten as 
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­    °°°    ®°°    °¯
 (8) 
The neutral point voltage can be expressed as follows: 
 
( )
3
d A B C
NO
SU e e eU     (9) 
Considering that the commutation duration is very short, the back EMFs can be assume constant, the values keep 
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equal with the initial value at the beginning of commutation, and can be drawn as A B Ce e e E    . Defining S=1 
and S=0 when VT3 turns on and off. During one PWM period, the neutral point voltage can be rewritten as equation 
(10) based on state-space averaging method.  
  
3
d
NO
DU EU   (10) 
The frequency of  PWM is 20KHZ in the system designed in this paper, the effect of phase resistance R can be 
neglected since the PWM period is much shorter than the electrical time constant of the BLDC motor. During 
commutation, the slopes of three-phase currents can be drawn by 
 
2
3
dA DU Edi
dt L
ª º  « »¬ ¼  (11) 
 
2 2
3
dB DU Edi
dt L
ª º  « »¬ ¼  (12) 
 
4
3
C ddi E DU
dt L
ª º  « »¬ ¼  (13) 
At the beginning of commutation, the current initial values are (0) (0)A Ci i I    , (0) 0Bi  .Then, the real 
currents of three phase current can be rewritten as follows: 
 
2
3
d
A
DU E
i I t
L
   (14) 
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The electromagnetic torque can be calculated as 
 
(2 8 )
2
3
dE DU ET EI t
L
   (17) 
And the relative torque ripple is given by 
 
 2 8
3
dE DU ET t
L
  (18) 
Similarly, the lower-bridge current transfer has the same character, in will not be analyzed in this paper. 
4. Proposed method of torque ripple reduction 
4.1. Non-commutation torque ripple reduction method 
To decreased the non-commutation torque ripple caused by diode freewheeling of the inactive phase, the 
PWM_ON_PWM modulate pattern is adopted. The back EMFs and phase current of the motor is shown in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 3 The back EMF and phase current of a BLDCM by PWM_ON_PWM pattern 
Based on the analysis of non-commutation torque ripple, during the intervals of > @6S and > @5 6S S , a reverse 
current will flow the inactive phase A through the freewheeling diodes VD1 and VD4 when PWM_ON pattern is 
adopted. This will reduce the output torque of a BLDCM, hence, will induce torque ripple. 
When the pattern of PWM_ON_PWM is adopted, for this analysis, the process of non-commutation during 
interval > @6S  is considered. In which, MOSFET VT5 switching on and off, VT6 remaining on. Then the voltage 
equations of phase B and C can be rewritten as follows: 
  
0 BB B NO
C
d C C NO
di
Ri L e U
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diSU Ri L e U
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­    °°®°    °¯
 (19) 
Similarly, define S=1 when VT5 switching on, and S=0 when VT5 switching off. The neutral point voltage can be 
given as follows: 
  
2
d
NO
SUU   (20) 
In the range of > @6S , the back EMF of phase A satisfies 0 2a de U  , the neutral point voltage is 2dU and 
2d a NO dU e U U   , when switch VT5 turns on˗the neutral point voltage is 0 and 0 2a NO de U U   , when 
switch VT5 turns off. Hence, the inactive phase A will not flows current through diode VD1 anymore. 
During interval > @5 6S S , when PWM_ON_PWM scheme is adopted, switch VT3 turns on and off and switch 
VT2 remains on. Then, the voltage equations are expressed as 
  
(1 )
B
d B B NO
C
d C C NO
diU Ri L e U
dt
diS U Ri L e U
dt
­    °°®°     °¯
 (21) 
Where S=1 denotes VT3 switching on and S=0 denotes VT3 switching off. The neutral voltage can be derived as 
 
(2 )
2
d
NO
S UU   (22) 
During the interval > @,  7 6S S , the back EMF of phase A satisfies 2 0d aU e   , the neutral voltage is 2dU  and 
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0 2a NO de U U   , when switch VT3 turns on; the neutral point voltage is dU  and 2d a NO dU e U U    when 
switch VT3 turns off. Hence, the terminal voltage of phase A is higher than ground and lower than bus voltage, the 
inactive phase A will not flow current through diode VD4 anymore. 
4.2. Commutation torque ripple reduction method 
4.2.1 Low speed region 
In the low speed region, the commutation process of PWM_ON_PWM pattern is similar as the PWM_ON 
pattern. The upper-bridge of current commutation from phase A to phase B is considered. During commutation, the 
slopes of phase current are expressed as˄11˅˄12˅and ˄13˅. The torque ripple is given by (18). From 
equation(18), if 4c d mD U E , the torque keeps constant during commutation, where cD is the duty ratio of PWM 
during commutation, mE  is the amplitude of back EMF under current speed. 
Before the beginning of commutation, the steady-state duty ratio of PWM d satisfies relation of (23). 
 2( )d mdU IR E   (23) 
Consequently, in the low seed region, the commutation modulation duty ratio can be calculated as 
 
4
2 mCL
d
I R
D d
U
   (24) 
Where mI is the operating current of MSRW motor. 
4.2.2 High speed region  
In the high speed region, 4dU E . So the method adopted in the low speed region will not work to eliminate 
commutation. When MSRW motor operating at the high speed region, the slope of current switching-in phase is 
slower than the switching-out one, the torque ripple keeps decreasing during commutation. In order to match the 
slope of phase current, modulates the switching-out phase with PWM method. Taking the transfer from A+C- to 
B+C- into consideration, the MOSFET VT1 carrying on PWM modulation and VT2, VT3 remaining on. Then, 
based on krichhoff voltage law, the voltage can be rewritten as 
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C
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diSU Ri L e U
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dt
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 (25) 
The neutral voltage can be drawn as: 
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3
d
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S U EU    (26) 
 
(1 )
3
CH d
NO
D U EU    (27) 
In one PWM periods, the slopes of switching-out phase A and switching-in phase B can be solved as follows: 
 
(2 1) 2
3
dA D U Edi
dt L
 ª º  « »¬ ¼  (28) 
 
(2 ) 2
3
dB D U Edi
dt L
 ª º  « »¬ ¼  (29) 
In order to keep the torque constant, the absolute value of the slopes of phase A and B should be equal, namely: 
 A B
di di
dt dt
ª º ª º  « » « »¬ ¼ ¬ ¼  (30) 
Then, the duty ratio during commutation in high speed region can be solved as follows: 
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4.2.3 Calculation of commutation duration 
In order to compensate the commutation torque ripple accurately, it is necessary to confirm the duration of 
commutation process. Supposing that the needed amounts of PWM period sT  to finish commutation is n , then the 
commutation duration will be snT . Since the current slew rates between switching-in and switching-out phase are 
kept equal in one PWM period, the initial operating phase current I  at the beginning of commutation and 
commutation time meet the equation as follows: 
 
s
di
nT I
dt
ª º  « »¬ ¼  (32) 
According to (24), (31) and (32), the amounts of sT  for commutation process in low speed region and high 
speed region can be calculated as (33) and (34), respectively. 
 
( 2 )L d s
IL
n
dU IR T
   (33) 
 
[(1 ) 2 ]H d s
IL
n
d U IR T
    (34) 
5. Experimental result and analysis 
To verify the validity of the proposed method, experiments are carried out on the platform of MSRW prototype. 
DSP of TMS320C6713 and FPGA of Spartan XC3S1000FPGA are chosen as the control chip. The MSRW motor 
rated torque is 0.1Nm, the phase induction is 0.18 mH, the phase resistance is 0.47: . The PWM frequency is 
programmed to 20KHZ. 
All the experiments are carried out with setting the MSRW motor operating current to 2A. Fig. 4 shows the 
current waveform of phase A, when PWM_ON pattern is adopted. It is obviously that the current spike generated 
during commutation interval and the current flows through diode freewheeling, and both result in torque ripple.  
Fig. 5 shows the measured current waveform of phase A when PWM_ON_PWM scheme is adopted. As can be 
seen in the figure, diode freewheeling of inactive phase is eliminated completely. 
Fig. 6 gives the waveform of current phase A modulated by PWM_ON_PWM pattern combined with 
commutation torque tipple compensation method. It is easy to find that the commutation current ripple and diode 
freewheeling of inactive phase are significantly reduced. It can be calculated that commutation torque decreases 
from about 40% to 15% when the motor operating speed is 3000 rpm, and non-commutation torque decreases from 
20% to 0. 
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Fig. 4 Measured performance using PWM_ON pattern 
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Fig. 5 Measured performance using PWM_ON_PWM pattern 
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Fig. 6 Measured performance using PWM_ON_PWM and commutation torque tipple compensation method 
6. Conclusion  
In view of the torque ripple of three-phase BLDC motor of MSRW, reduction methods are proposed in this paper. 
For conduction region, the modulation PWM_ON_PWM pattern is adopted to eliminate the diode freewheeling of 
the inactive phase. For commutation region, methods of modulating the switching-in phase during low-speed region 
and modulating switching-out phase during high-speed region are given. The experimental carried out on MSRW 
prototype validates the validity and efficiency of the proposed methods. 
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